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a b s t r a c t
An agricultural experiment is usually associated with a scientiﬁc method for testing certain agricul-
tural phenomena. A central point in the work of Paul Richards is that experimentation is at the heart of
agricultural practice. The reason why agricultural experiments are something different for farmers and
agronomists is not their capacity to experiment as such but the embedding of experiments in a speciﬁc
ecological, material and institutional environment. Using a historical perspective, changes are examined
in the organization of agricultural experiments focusing on the Netherlands and colonial Indonesia dur-
ing the ﬁrst half of the 20th century and the international agricultural research institutes for the periodxperimentation
esearch policy
cientiﬁc disciplines
thereafter. The results show a gradual shift in the role of experiments in the connection between science
and practice. Initially, the link was considered to be established through various forms of experiments,
rooted in an integrated social and technical understanding of agronomy. Gradually, this turned into
a connection primarily established through various forms of communication. Recent work of Richards
incorporates ideas that address key issues emerging from the history of agricultural experiments, dealing
with an integrated social and technical understanding of agriculture.
 Socie© 2010 Royal Netherlands
. Introduction
What is an agricultural experiment? Within the agricultural
ciences the answer to this question will vary among disciplines.
he common features are a treatment, a hypothesized process or
ausal mechanisms to be tested. Living creatures or parts thereof
re usually the object of an experiment. Today, each branch of the
gricultural sciences will have its manual or guidelines for experi-
entation, depending on the object of the experiment, the place
here the experiment is done, the treatment or process that is
ested and the methods used. The connection between agricultural
xperiments and agricultural science seems obvious. However, at
he beginning of the 20th century, agricultural scientists were very
uch in doubt about the validity of the commonly used experi-
ental approach. In recent years, anthropologists like Richards and
thers claim that many of the basic agricultural activities carried
ut by farmers are experimental in nature aswell. Based on anthro-
ological ﬁeldwork among rice farmers in Sierra Leone, Richards in
articular emphasized how farmers deal with the agro-ecological
onditions as a performance. In farming practice, experimenta-
ion is a crucial act to improve farming results in subsequent
easons [1,2]. At ﬁrst glance, the experiments by farmers look
ompletely different from the scientiﬁc experiments performed
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on controlled experimental plots, often in climate-conditioned
greenhouses. Experiments by (African) farmers and scientists seem
as distinct as (Western) scientiﬁc knowledge and (non-Western)
indigenous knowledge [3]. However, Richards has pointed out
that the principles of farmer experiments are basically the same
as the principles of scientiﬁc experiments [2,4]. For him, claims
about fundamental distinctions between the cognitive processes
underlying experiments of African farmers and knowledge produc-
tion in (Western) science carry an “implicit notion of intellectual
apartheid”. What makes agricultural experiments something dif-
ferent for farmers and agronomists is therefore not the capacity to
experiment as such but the embedding of experiments in a speciﬁc
ecological, material and institutional environment.
This paper puts different environments of experimentation and
the linkages between them in ahistorical perspective. Experts deal-
ing with agricultural experiments were most of the time worried
about both the scientiﬁc validity of their experiments and the con-
nection with farming practice. Throughout the years the growth of
research activities as well as the changes in experimental capac-
ity transformed the nature of the connection between scientiﬁc
experiments and on-farm experimentation. In later work, Richards
offered concrete suggestions fornewwaysof establishinga connec-
tion between farmer experiments and scientiﬁc experiments.What
is argued here is that his ideas about reconnecting farmer experi-
ments with scientiﬁc experiments ﬁt with the historical trajectory
of agricultural experiments and therefore have a broader relevance
than the focus on West African rice cultivation might suggest. The
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istorical trajectory of agricultural experiments is characterized
y a growing distance between farmer experiments and scientiﬁc
xperiments. In other words, establishing the connection between
cience-based experimentation and agriculture becamemore com-
lex in terms of methodology and organization. This resulted in a
eakening of the link between the scientiﬁc experiment and the
xperimental nature of farming. Agricultural advisors or exten-
ion ofﬁcers are crucial actors in bringing science and practice
ogether. The changes in agricultural science also affected the rela-
ion between research and extension. The historical development
f agricultural extension, as presented here, suggests that exten-
ion work moved from an agronomic orientation towards a more
ociological and psychological orientation. Thismay explainwhy in
ecentdecades attempts tobridge thegapbetween scientiﬁc exper-
ments and farming practice are usually framed in behavioural and
ommunicative terms.
The material for this paper is a selection of key events, deci-
ions and circumstances in the history of agricultural science
hat resulted in the establishment of various forms of agricul-
ural experiments, its connections and disconnections. Like in
ost of Richards’ work, examples and case material relate to rice
ultivation. Rather than looking atWest Africa, the historical devel-
pments in agricultural science presented here primarily relate
o the case of the Netherlands. The involvement of Dutch sci-
ntists in agricultural experiments, applied to a variety of crops
ncluding rice, started in the early 20th century when besides the
ooming agricultural sector in the Netherlands, the Dutch built up
uch of their agronomic expertise in the Netherlands Indies. In
he colonies, cash crops formed the dominant economic part of
griculture, although much effort went into stabilizing the food
ituation for which agricultural science was considered a neces-
ary input. After the independence of Indonesia in the 1940s, Dutch
gronomists continued to be active in rice cultivation, partly in the
emaining Dutch South American colony Suriname and partly in
he emerging international research institutes andexpert networks
preading out over the globe. The continuing involvement of Dutch
gronomists in research on tropical crops like rice illustrates how
gricultural science has become an activity relatively independent
f immediate linkage to constituent farmers. This is not to say that
gricultural science has entirely lost its connection with practice
ut tomake clear how the commonalities between scientiﬁc exper-
mentation and farmer experimentation have become obscured
nd received less attention. Combining the history of agricultural
xperiments with the work of Richards provides some interesting
erspectives for the future of agricultural science and the role of
xperimentation in creating effective linkages between science and
ractice.
There are few studies that examine agricultural experiments
s performed by agronomists or other agricultural scientists. The
ocial science literature on scientiﬁc experiments more generally
s much larger and this paper therefore ﬁrst addresses some of
he central features emerging from that literature and how this
pplies to experiments in agricultural science. In the following
ections historical information is mobilized to show what devel-
pments resulted in the displacement of agricultural experiments
rom the farmer’s ﬁeld to various other environments. The case of
ice is of particular interest because initiatives to set up experi-
ents for rice improvement were taken by administrators of the
olonial government who were concerned about the food situa-
ion on Java, Indonesia. During the late 1880s and 1890s, district
fﬁcers located in different parts of this island were instructed to
et up experiments with various cultivation methods to demon-
trate to the local farmers how to grow rice more efﬁciently.
hese administrators had no training in agriculture, no experience
ith rice cultivation and, with few exceptions, never took it very
eriously. Initially, when agricultural experts entered the sceneLife Sciences 57 (2011) 187–195
there was little commitment to engage in rice farming. However,
once agricultural advisors were appointed with a mandate to per-
form on-farm experiments things started moving. Prompted by the
advance in statistical inference calculation, the design and validity
of the experiments became a controversial issue. It will be shown
how a particular solution established by the late 1920s, resulted
in a hierarchy of experiments held together by the bureaucracy
of the agricultural research organization. In the decades that fol-
lowed, a variety of factors resulted in an increasing differentiation
of agricultural experiments. This differentiation had an impact on
most agricultural research and extension services across the world
and is still the dominant mode of operation today. The last section
discusses some of the shortcomings of the current mode of agri-
cultural experimentation. It is shown how recent work of Richards
offers some suggestions for alternative ways of setting up experi-
ments and how agricultural experimentation might be organized
differently.
2. Agricultural experiments in the social science literature
Many forms of experiments can be classiﬁed as an agricultural
experiment. Rather than making a list of all the appearances of
agricultural experiments, the social science literature, in particu-
lar the history and sociology of science, is used to highlight some
of the common features and processes related to experimentation.
In several studies the theory and practice of scientiﬁc experiments
are examined. The overall message is that historically and socially
determined factors play an important role in establishing what
counts as a scientiﬁcexperiment. Thecommonassociationbetween
experiments and laboratories, for example, is a feature of present-
day science that is very different from the situation in the past. A
common feature of all forms of experiment, in past and present,
is demonstration. More speciﬁcally, there is a close connection
between what experiments try to demonstrate and the public they
want to convince with the demonstration.
Examining the activities of Royal Society Fellows in17th century
England, the historian and sociologist of science Steven Shapin [5]
showed that most experiments were conducted in private houses.
Other possible locations were a coffeehouse or the royal palace.
More than a geographical space and material setting, these loca-
tions were demarcated by social regulations. “[A]ccess to most
experimental venues (and especially those located in private res-
idences) was obtained in a highly informal manner, through the
tacit system of recognitions, rights, and expectations that operated
in the wider society of gentlemen.” [5: 389]. The location where
experiments were done varied with the audience called in to be
convinced as witness. A similar point emerges from Bruno Latour’s
study of the discovery of an anthrax vaccine by the microbiolo-
gist Louis Pasteur. Not the discovery as such but the process of
convincing veterinarians and livestock farmers, Latour argues, is
what made Pasteur a great scientist. To accomplish this, Pasteur
organized ‘staged demonstrations’ at the countryside in which he
managed to replicate what he did in the laboratory [6].
Besides management of the audience, the objects and ﬁnd-
ings resulting from scientiﬁc experiments require alignment with
the material environment outside the scientiﬁc experimental set-
ting. The social studies on the role of laboratories in science make
clear how relocation of a laboratory experiment in a real situa-
tion requires both physical and social adjustment in order to make
clear that what works in the laboratory also works in society. Suc-
cess in science implies optimized mobility of experimental results
between the protected environment of a laboratory and the messy
world outside [7,8]. In particular for scientiﬁc ﬁelds that work on
technical applications in a certain domain of society, careful adjust-
ments of what works in a scientiﬁc experiment and what works in































































Lovink, however, did not reduce any of the research activities but
added agricultural teachers to the department. This extension ser-
vice for indigenous agriculture started in 1910 with nine Dutch
and four Indonesian agricultural experts, numbers going up in fourH. Maat / NJAS - Wageningen Jou
ical devices or modiﬁcations it is accuracy and reliability of the
echnical procedure or system that is tested [9].
Is there something special about experiments in the domain
f the agricultural sciences? Although experiments in agricultural
cience have speciﬁc features, there is no reason to give it a spe-
ial status or to assume that scientiﬁc agricultural experiments
perate principally different from experiments in other scientiﬁc
elds. Experimental practices might even become hard to recog-
ize as ‘agricultural’ when research objects are taken out of their
gricultural environments. An experimental setting of a molecu-
ar biology laboratory at an agricultural institute will look very
uch the same as the scenery of a molecular laboratory in med-
cal research. Under laboratory conditions, experimental objects
re often hard to recognize as organisms or simply invisible for the
aked eye. It is interesting to explore how in agricultural science
he linkages between experimental objects, organism and practice
re made. The main features of scientiﬁc experiments emerging
rom social studies of science and technology are key elements in
gricultural science as well [10,11]. A point that can be added is
he speciﬁc role of on-farm ﬁeld trials in agricultural science. This
ype of experiment tries to establish a connection between exper-
mental work at a research institute and the activities of farmers.
owever, on-farm ﬁeld experiments not only take place at a spe-
iﬁc place, they also have dynamics of their own. Field experiments
herefore are not just a communication channel between science
nd practice but require particular knowledge and skills of the
xperimenter about setting up the experiments, materials to use
nd the involvement of farmers, technicians and other actors [12].
he importance of these intermediary forms of experimentation
mends the strong researcher-controlled portrayal of experimen-
ation emerging from the laboratory studies by Latour and others.
his is taken even one step further by Richards’ observations about
he experimental nature of farming itself. Agricultural experiments
ake place at various locations, not necessarily in a scientiﬁc envi-
onment. Consequently, scientiﬁc researchers are key persons in
xperiments but not the only actors nor always the ones in charge
f experiments.
A ﬁnal point to bemade is about the historical framework of this
aper. Agricultural science has its roots in science disciplines, most
otably biology and chemistry, which have a long historical record.
t specialized researchand training institutes thehistoryof agricul-
ural science emerged halfway the 19th century [13]. A crucial role
n this process is that of national governments trying to stimulate
he agrarian economy with the help of science. The history of agri-
ultural science picked up when the colonial government started
o realize that agricultural experiments could beneﬁt agriculture,
.e., in the second half of the 19th century. This paper highlights
articular events and developments in the history of agricultural
cience that implied signiﬁcant changes for the way agricultural
xperiments were set up and organized.
. District ofﬁcers and agricultural experts
One of the earliest accounts of experiments with rice cultiva-
ion on Java is from government sources in the mid 1870s. The
utch tea planter Karel Frederik Holle had developed an interest
n rice farming and in 1874 wrote an advice to the government on
he improvement of rice cultivation. The report was based on sev-
ral trials he and some of his friends in the colonial service had
arried out in different parts of Java. Their conclusion was that
ield and productivity could increase signiﬁcantly. The list of rec-
mmendations primarily focused on the planting stage, arguing
hat reduction of seed use by sowing more thinly would result in
rmer plants that recovered more quickly after transplanting and
roduced more tillers. This allowed for wider spacing, which in
ombination with planting in rows made weeding easier [14]. TheLife Sciences 57 (2011) 187–195 189
colonial government circulated instructions to all district ofﬁcers
to start ﬁeld demonstrations based on Holle’s advice. The main rec-
ommendation, thin seeding and row planting with wider spacing,
was not further speciﬁed and so left ample room for district ofﬁcers
to apply it with ﬂexibility, which is indeed the picture that emerges
from the various reports, mostly summarized and published by
Holle himself [15]. These reports make clear that some district ofﬁ-
cerswith an interest in rice cultivation carried out serious trials and
that results were considered positive, meaning a measured yield
increase and saving on seed. There is no evidence of a wide uptake
of similar experiments by Javanese rice farmers.
The experiments set up by Holle were controversial but not
because of doubts about his methods or lack of results. What was
considered off the mark was the fact that trials were set up by colo-
nial administrators. The rice experiments by the district ofﬁcers
were part of a wider transformation of the colonial administration.
From the 1850s onwards there was growing opposition against the
role of the government in the forced production of cash crops for
international markets, such as coffee, sugar, indigo and tobacco,
known as the Cultuurstelsel. This was fed by a process of national
political reforms in the Netherlands leading to increased control
over government activities by the parliament. One of the conse-
quences was the dismantling of the entanglement of state interest
and the private interests of the Dutch royal family in colonial cash
crop production. Holle was among the progressive colonials who
considered the coercive regime as a direct cause of economic stag-
nation and inefﬁcient farming practices of the local population.
Labour employed in cash crops implied that farmers neglected rice
cultivation.1 After the forced labour regime had been abolished,
Holle’s on-farm experiments were to re-educate rice farmers in
taking better care of their rice ﬁelds.
A handful of colonial administrators took the ﬁeld demon-
strations seriously and sent detailed reports about what they
experimented with and the results obtained. Most administrators,
however, ignored the instructions or simply ordered local village
elders to implement Holle’s suggestions [16]. The colonial govern-
ment looked for otherways to improve food crop production and in
1899 the Botanical Garden in Buitenzorg was put in charge of the
ﬁeld experiments and demonstrations. In other words, responsi-
bility over the experiments moved from administrators to experts
with a background in biology or agronomy. The director of the
Botanical Garden,Melchior Treub,was to transform the garden into
a Department of Agriculture, realized in 1905. Under Treub’s guid-
ance, more intensive research on the rice plant and rice cultivation
practices was set up [11]. The approach taken by Treub put sci-
entiﬁc research central. In his view a substantial set of on-farm
experiments, as proposed by Holle, was not necessary. Instead, he
prioritized on-station trials and the creation of some model rice
farms to demonstrate the latest ﬁndings. The colonial government,
however, pushed for more experimental activities in the rice ﬁelds.
On-farm experiments were resisted by Treub until his retirement
in 1909. His place was taken over by Herman Lovink who had just
reorganized the agricultural research and extension system in the
Netherlands. Lovink had no university degree, reason for Treub
and other biologists to qualify his appointment as a director of the
Department of Agriculture as a betrayal to pure science [17,18].1 “From experience we learned that nowadays the small farmer is doing much
better and, even without being chased, cultivates his ﬁeld even better than before, if
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ears to 26 and 32, respectively. Although the initial increase of
xtension staff levelled off in ensuing years, the new branch in the
rganization of the colonial Department of Agriculture was a fact.
What were the implications for agricultural experiments? A
reat deal of the extension activities concerned agricultural educa-
ion, organized in village schools that were run by the Indonesian
taff members. Many of these schools operated as demonstration
lots. The annual report of 1913, for example, makes clear that a
ajor part of the teaching was done through demonstration in the
chool garden [19]. The same report mentions all sorts of trials in
arious parts of the archipelago, primarily focusing on rice vari-
ties and fertilization. The Dutch staff of the extension service had
ccasional meetings with the agronomists of the Department of
griculture to discuss the type of experiments to be done and how
o perform them. Thus, over the two decades before and after the
urn of the century there were several shifts, both in responsibil-
ty over agricultural experiments and in the audiences to which
xperiments were addressed. By attaching demonstration trials
o agricultural schools, Lovink particularly aimed at new genera-
ions of farmers.Moreover, parallel to on-station experiments, ﬁeld
rials were considered equally important in developing scientiﬁc
nsight.2 In following decades, the organization, planning, report-
ng and analysis of the different types of experiments became the
entral issue on both the research and the policy agenda in Dutch
gricultural science.
. Convergence of research and ﬁeld experiments
Parallel to organizational changes in agricultural experiments,
esearchers concerned with the validity of their trials developed
ew experimental methods for agriculture. The earliest accounts
re from the mid-19th century. Chemists like J.F.W. Johnston
ecame aware of the problematic nature of testing the effects of
gricultural inputs.3 In such tests experts try to reveal the inﬂu-
nce of one or more variables on the performance of a crop. But a
eldwith a crop, like any array of organisms, always contains a con-
iderable degree of natural variation. For example, if a fertilizer can
ncrease yields by 10%, how can an experiment conﬁrm the yield
ncrease when ‘natural’ yield variation between ﬁelds is already
arger than 10%? To solve this problem, inference calculation or
tatistical signiﬁcance testing strongly affected the organization of
gricultural experiments.
By the time the colonial Department of Agriculture was
stablished, similar structures were already operational in the
etherlands for several years. An overview of government activi-
ies in agriculture in 1905 reports 592 ﬁeld experiments conducted
n agriculture and 217 in horticulture. The majority of these exper-
ments were on fertilizer effects and performance of crop varieties
23]. The value of these experiments was openly questioned by
oost Hudig, a chemist working at one of the agricultural research
tations. Based on a review of work done in Germany, Denmark
nd Britain, he argued that the Dutch agricultural advisors, just
ike most of their colleagues in other countries, lacked a proper
nderstanding of themathematical complexity of experimentation
24]. His main worry was the habit of the advisors to combine
xperiments from different locations and draw conclusions based
n the averages of the results of these experiments. Using the
2 Lovink openly criticized Treub’s approach. “The question is not what maximum
ossible amount of rice can grow on a certain area, but how it will be possible,
nce acquainted with rice cultivation as conducted by the Javanese, to increase
ogether with the Javanese farmer his rice yields economically, taken into account
is development, workforce and his capital.” [20: 387; translation HM].
3 Johnston was a (critical) follower of the founder of agricultural chemistry Liebig
nd an inﬂuential ﬁgure in Dutch agricultural science [21,22].Life Sciences 57 (2011) 187–195
example of a fertilizer experiment with potato, he argued that
such experiments provided little information on the effect of the
applied fertilizer. “When we consider that the report says nothing
about the type of sandy soil, gives no details about the kind of
fertilizer, explains nothing about previous fertilization, nothing
about rainfall, and still calculates the average, everyone must agree
with me that the result of these calculations will not inspire much
conﬁdence” [25]. In addition to questioning the experiments as
such, Hudig warned that chemical companies used such shaky
ﬁgures to recommend their products.
The agricultural advisors, however, had other concerns than
experimentalmethodology. The advisorwho performed the exper-
imentsHudighadusedasanexamplewondered ina response “does
the practising farmer have to wait for science to solve this problem
before he can apply Chile saltpetre or ammonium sulphate?” [26:
19]. As an advisor he felt ‘morally obliged’ to inform farmers about
results of experiments, even if the experiments were not carried
out according to the latest insights. Hudig rebuked by pointing out
that no one forced advisors to draw vague conclusions. “Practice
does not beneﬁt fromwrong calculations; it beneﬁtsmore from the
plain acknowledgement that the data obtained were inadequate.”
[24]. Hudig’s objectives were broader than changing the experi-
mental practice of agricultural advisors. The underlying problem,
he argued, was the organization of agricultural experiments. There
was no mechanism that provided advisors with ﬁxed methods for
experimental design and analysis, norwas there a central authority
that streamlined their experiments. It took until the 1930s before
such an organization was established.
Meanwhile, the Agricultural College in Wageningen responded
to the concerns by appointing a mathematics professor. In 1913,
M.J. van Uven, a mathematician and one of the Dutch pioneers in
inference calculation, was appointed a full professor. He was to
teach statistics to the agricultural researchers. “Wherever an anal-
ysis is made of the laws governing a large set of living organisms,
for example entire ﬁelds of crops, entire generations of animals
and plants, where problems like heredity and breeding have to be
solved, it is statistics that − by combining the results of observa-
tion − will contribute to ﬁnding causal connections. It is therefore
advisable, if not to say imperative, that particularly agricultural
education be supplemented with a special course in probability
calculation and statistics.” [27]. Van Uven’s lectures – he taught
in Wageningen until 1950 – gave future agricultural advisors and
researchers a ﬁrm basis in inferential statistics.
Getting the mathematics right was not enough. During the
1920s and early 1930s the organization of agricultural experiments
was worked on by the government. A ﬁrst initiative came at an
Agricultural Congress in 1922. A paper from J.D. Koeslag, an agricul-
tural advisorworking for the Plant Breeding station inWageningen,
gave an overview of current experimental practices. His conclusion
was that most experiments had the character of demonstrations.
Producing results was considered more important than properly
analysing these results and advisors had no incentive to do oth-
erwise. “Until now the agricultural advisor operated completely
autonomously in his area” [28]. Field experimentation, Koeslag
argued, needed to be centralized and experiments should be car-
ried out according to ‘the new scientiﬁc methods of experimenting’
making demonstrations redundant. In response to his presentation
several agricultural advisors emphasized the value of demonstra-
tion ﬁelds. Demonstrations, they argued, helped farmers to get an
impression of the effects of certain treatments and are more effec-
tive than scientiﬁc reports they would never read. In other words,
the advisors were convinced that their demonstrations convinced
the audiencebetter than theﬁeld trials andother experiments done
by researchers. A committee was installed, chaired by Koeslag, that
proposed a new set-up for the agricultural experiments as the con-
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ommittee resulted in amanual for ﬁeld experiments, issued under
inisterial responsibility. The manual distinguished ﬁve different
ypesofﬁeldexperiments: (1)demonstrationsof clearlyobservable
ifferences, (2) observation experiments for disease resistance, (3)
xploratory experiments to determine which factors needed more
recise testing, (4) experiments where yield was the decisive ele-
ent, and (5) ‘institute experiments’ to be conducted at research
tations and not suitable for the ﬁeld [29].
In the colonies, similar developments took place. In fact, a cen-
ralized organization of ﬁeld experiments was already functioning
n the late 1920s. In 1931 a Wageningen PhD study on ﬁeld tri-
ls in rice cultivation on Java explains the overall procedure. First,
general plan of trials is made on the basis of which budget is
llocated to each district. The district agricultural advisor makes
peciﬁc proposals for each ﬁeld trial. A copy of the plan is sent to
he central ofﬁce, another copy sent for advice to the research sta-
ion. Once the trial is centrally registered, the forms and the advice
rom the research station are returned to the district extension ofﬁ-
er who then starts with the experiment. Outcomes of the trials are
ent back to theofﬁce, results calculated andadministered [30]. The
escription of experimental practice byOssewaarde shows a rather
fﬁcient government service running a large number of experi-
ents. With respect to rice, the experiments mainly focused on
ariety tests and fertilization [31]. What is striking in the proce-
ures is the paper work this required. Co-ordinating a network of
gricultural advisors doing different experiments in different areas
nd connecting this to on-station research resulted in an exper-
mental bureaucracy that had to facilitate the information ﬂows
etween the ﬁeld sites and research institutes. How effective was
his system?
One indicator of the efﬁcacy of the experimental bureaucracy is
he response by the private sector. The private agricultural sector
n the Netherlands Indies, mainly consisting of plantations produc-
ng cash crops for the international market, by and large copied
he experimental system developed by the colonial Department
f Agriculture. Although the planters often scorned the bureau-
racy of the government services, they had adopted the same
entralized co-ordination of ﬁeld experiments and even argued for
ntegration with the government system during the economic cri-
is of the 1930s. In the Netherlands, the private agricultural sector
ainly consisted of commercial ﬁrms producing inputs such as
eeds and fertilizers. The largest fertilizer company, Dutch State
ines, for example, had experts posted at the major public agri-
ultural research stations, not only to share expertise but also to
ake use of the effective linkages with extension ofﬁcers doing
eld experiments all over the country [32]. Similar public–private
onnections existed extensively in the colonies but primarily for
uropean-run plantation agriculture. The common element of the
wo situations was a relatively small number of farmers who over-
ll were well informed about what research and extension had on
ffer. Conversely, the centralized experimental bureaucracy was
uite effective in reaching its audience, given its size and educa-
ion level. That was not the case for the colonial food crop sector
here farmers were many times more numerous, less educated
nd spoke different languages. Although a substantial number of
utch and Javanese extension ofﬁcers were active, demonstrating
he advances of science for such a huge farmer audience was hard
o organize. Consequently, extension ofﬁcers questioned whether
istribution of, for example, improved rice varietieswith often only
arginal beneﬁts was worth the effort [11]. In 1941, the head of
he rice breeding station, Van der Meulen, estimated that the area
overed with varieties from the station was about 9%. Creating a
alance between different forms of experiments on the one hand
ndcreating accuracy andeffectiveness ona large scale on theother
as nearly impossible for the centralized agricultural research and
xtension services.Life Sciences 57 (2011) 187–195 191
5. Research and extension as separate disciplines
The organization for ﬁeld experiments in theNetherlands Indies
was dismantled with the Japanese occupation and subsequently
with independence of Indonesia. In the Netherlands, the organi-
zation continued operation and expanded after World War II due
to increasing investments in the agrarian sector in response to
the immediate after-war food shortages. The organizational struc-
ture implied an effective linkage between the work of researchers
working in the agricultural institutes and the advisors of the agri-
cultural extension service, working with farmers in all agricultural
areas of the country. Field experiments, however,were not the only
activity for research and advisors. For the researchers in agricul-
tural institutes, ﬁeld experiments had to ﬁt in their wider set of
research activities. For the advisors of the agricultural extension
service, experiments were just one among many activities. The
newlyestablishedCentral Institute forAgriculturalResearch (CILO),
the nerve centre of agricultural experiments, therefore, was a sort
of umbrella organization that co-ordinated activities of researchers
andadvisors thatwere formally employedbyother institutes. Abol-
ished in 1957, this central body lasted for less than two decades.
Co-ordinationofﬁeldexperimentswashandedover to theResearch
Station forArableCrops andPastures [33]. This organizationalmod-
iﬁcation reﬂects a broader pattern in which ﬁeld experiments were
increasingly a concern for researchers, and less for agricultural
advisors. Concerns about the dominant role of research were also
expressed in the colonies.
During the ﬁrst half of the 20th century the training of Dutch
agricultural experts at the Agricultural College in Wageningen
implied a broad agronomic basis with a variety of specialization
options in later years. By and large, graduates who were employed
in the agricultural extension service, either in the Netherlands
or the colonies, were agronomists with a specialization in social
science disciplines, primarily agricultural economics [11]. Estab-
lishing a basic understanding of agricultural activities in the region
where advisors were stationed formed a core element of the exten-
sion activities. The advisors in the Netherlands Indies, most of
them stationed on Java and a smaller number placed on other
major islands in the archipelago, faced the challenge to set up
extension activities for a type of agriculture theywere hardly famil-
iar with. Collecting data of local agricultural activities formed a
substantial part of the activities of these advisors. Several of the
colonial advisors turned their data analysis into a thesis, defended
in Wageningen. Although varying in topic and focus, these publi-
cations all contained elements of social geography, ethnography,
agricultural economics and agronomy.
One of these publications was the PhD thesis of W.J. Timmer,
defended at the agricultural college the Dutch had established in
Bogor (Buitenzorg) just before thewarbrokeout. Timmer’s disserta-
tion was basically an attempt to synthesize the work of the colonial
extension service and turn it into a methodology for agricultural
extension, for which he coined the term ‘social agronomy’ [34].
The basis of social agronomy was a detailed appraisal of the rural
area, something Timmer considered as themost important element
of agricultural extension. “Because once again, the principle ‘know
your district’ is for every social-agronomist a crucial requirement
and if this is notmet, any formof appropriate extension is out of the
question” [34: 176]. Timmer worked out a step-wise procedure for
extension. Following collection and analysis of information, priori-
tizing topics to work on was followed by testing and disseminating
adjusted cultivation practices, treatments or techniques. Despite
the emphasis on ﬁeld studies, Timmer realized that advisors were
primarily occupied with the last phase, testing and promotion. The
main reason, he explained, was pressure put by research institutes
on the extension service to implement their ﬁndings. Advisors thus
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er remarked with some acrimony, introduction of any change of
ultivation methods or input was based on sheer coincidence and
he hope for “a good guess” [34: 182].
For Timmer and his fellow advisors who had published on
ndonesian agriculture, extension made sense if based on a
rofound understanding of the local patterns and variation of
griculture, including the social and economic conditions of farm-
ng. By this, they argued for an additional element to agricultural
xperiments. Structuring on-farm experimentation and demon-
trations on the basis of what research stations offer is putting
he cart before the horse. A thorough assessment of the agronomic
nd social-economic situation of a certain area is what should
rive the experimental agenda of agricultural science. For Tim-
er, the heart of agricultural extension was empirically driven
eld research, integrating agronomic and social science perspec-
ives. Timmer’s main concern was the effectiveness of agricultural
cience, not by intensifying the downstream ﬂow of scientiﬁc
ndings to the ﬁeld but by creating an interchange between infor-
ation from the ﬁeld and information from science. Rather than
uestioning how various forms of experimentation and demon-
tration should be organized, Timmer raised a more fundamental
ssue about the type of information needed to make experiments
nd demonstrations meaningful and effective. This could only be
ased, he argued, on extensive ﬁeld studies combining analysis
f agronomic and social-economic facts. After the 1940s this line
f thinking was continued primarily in anthropological studies.
xtension, as a branch of agricultural science, moved in a different
irection.
Over the 1950s and 1960s the Agricultural College in Wagenin-
en saw a rapid expansion of the number of professors appointed,
ften in line with a disciplinary separation of study programmes
11]. The social sciencedisciplines, startingwith rural sociology and
gricultural economics expanded aswell. InMarch 1965, a chair for
extension studies’ was created and the person appointed was A.W.
andenBan. vandenBanhadabackground in rural sociology and in
is inaugural lecture he emphasized that thediscipline of extension
tudies should focus on farmers’ behaviour. Agricultural exten-
ion, he argued, “provides information to farmers on which they
ecide to change their behaviour” [35: 4 – emphasis in original].
ow behaviour and behavioural change worked was considered
he major academic challenge. Therefore, the main “supporting
isciplines” for extension studies were, according to van den Ban,
ociology, psychologyandcultural anthropology [35].His inaugural
ecture further sketchedexamplesofhowdecision-makingworked,
f the organizational challenges of extension services and the dif-
culties advisors had to deal with in convincing farmers to adopt
ertain techniques.
The focus on adoption behaviour and communication, as
roposed by van den Ban, followed an international trend in agri-
ultural extension. By the late 1950s and early 1960s, agricultural
xtension in most countries had detached itself from its roots in
gronomy. Extension work focused on promoting and distributing
he output provided by research institutes. This type of extension
orkwas given theoretical groundingby theworkof vandenBan in
he Netherlands and many other extension scholars worldwide of
hich undoubtedly Everett Rogers’ work on the diffusion of inno-
ation is most illustrative [36]. Rather than developing integration
etween agronomy and social science as suggested by Timmer,
xtension as an academic discipline specialized on behaviour and
ommunication. Where Timmer argued for ‘the ﬁeld’ in all its
spects as the starting point for advisory work, the unit of analysis
or extensionbecame the farmer as an individual or as a group. Con-
equently, extension was reduced to studying and working with
he notion that farmers behaved in certain ways and had a voice
o which agricultural science might want to listen. What farm-
rs had to say about their ﬁelds, crops and how this could informLife Sciences 57 (2011) 187–195
agricultural experimentation became a blind spot in agricultural
extension.
6. Experiments in international research
In the 1960s, the emerging international system of research
institutes played a prominent role in further emphasizing the
communication element of extension. The international campaign
to ﬁght poverty and hunger through dissemination of nitrogen-
responsive varieties of wheat and rice, known as the Green
Revolution, implied a world-wide investment in extension. Next
to distributing high-yielding crop varieties, fertilizer and credit,
extension ofﬁcers instructed farmers how the high-yield potential
could be attained. The international organizations, most promi-
nently the World Bank, developed an extension package called
the Training and Visit System. As the name suggests, the method
was based on regular visits to farmers in order to instruct them in
improved farming methods. The method was primarily set up to
increase adoption rates of the Green Revolution varieties [37,38].
This further increased the dominance of on-station and in-ﬁeld
experimentation in control of researchers. Agricultural advisors in
developing countries primarily organized the stage and drummed
up an audience to watch the scientiﬁc demonstrations. The many
studies on the impact of the Green Revolution suggest that only
in certain areas the audience was easily convinced while in many
places they probably left halfway, head shaking.
By the 1970s, extension was established as a special ﬁeld within
academic circles and in national and international agricultural
research organizations. Agricultural experiments were not seen as
part of the expertise and skills of the agricultural advisors. The
importance of a connection between research and extension was
acknowledged and establishing such linkages was considered part
of the reforms of extension services induced by the Training and
Visit System. This would require “regular training sessions and
workshops for extension and research personnel, joint participa-
tion in planning each season’s extension and adaptive and applied
research activities, shared responsibility for farm trials, joint ﬁeld
trips to review speciﬁc crop problems and to obtain a better idea
of actual production conditions, and visits by extension staff to
research stations” [37: 39]. Althoughadequate as adescriptionof an
ideal situation, it has only rhetorical value. As thedescribed colonial
system for the Netherlands Indies shows, co-operation between
different branches of the agricultural services not only required an
efﬁcient organization and a sophisticated experimental method-
ology, to be effective it also has to meet the challenge of reaching
large numbers of farmers. As theDutch experienced in the colonies,
this required an immense organizational capacity. Regardless of
whether it would at all be possible to realize this, most developing
countries lacked themeans even to set up smaller organizations for
agricultural experimentation. In most cases, priority was given to
promotional activities.
The fervour with which Green Revolution varieties were intro-
duced further emphasized promotion and distribution activities
of extension work. Moreover, the international research institutes
seemed little interested in creating a linkage between on-station
experiments and experiments in the farmers’ ﬁelds. To take the
International Rice Research Institute (IRRI) in the Philippines as an
example, attempts to connect the research of the institute with
on-farm experiments were not very much supported. In 1963, IRRI
created an Ofﬁce of Communication, headed by Frank Byrnes, that
set up a methodology to organize feedback from the farmer level to
IRRI. The proposed method was not put into action and the ofﬁce
was closed in 1968. According to Byrnes this was due partly to the
successful release of the rice cultivar IR8, partly because of fears of
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xtension workers” [39: 126]. Besides status differences, direct
nteraction between the international centres, national extension
ervices and farmers was considered politically sensitive [40]. So
he international research institutes relied on the various national
esearch centres and related services to communicate research
esults to the ﬁeld as well as getting feed-back from the various
ountries. What were the implications for experimentation?
Given the wide scale on which tropical crops were grown,
ven if only focusing on rice, the organization of international
gricultural research implied a growing gap between experimen-
ation in agricultural research and experimentation at farm level.
his gap also widened in terms of experimental methodology.
ecause systematic linkages between information from the ﬁeld
nd research activities were problematic, experiments in agricul-
ural science had to rely more on a theoretical understanding of
griculture. An example is the use of crop physiological models.
ollowingdevelopments in systemsecologywhere cyberneticprin-
iples were applied to biology, agricultural crops were represented
s a set of linear equations, acting as machines [41]. In interna-
ional agricultural research the work of the Australian agronomist
olin Donald became inﬂuential. In 1968 he coined the term ‘ideo-
ype’, a blueprint of an optimally shaped plant based on detailed
alculationof the relevantphysiological processes. “It is the familiar
pproach in aircraft production, building construction and instru-
entdesign, and its validity for thesephysical purposes is generally
ccepted. Can this principle be applied to biological needs?” [42:
87]. An immediate answer to the question could not be given
ut for Donald this was merely a matter of time. Donald referred
o work of the IRRI breeders as an example of how a focus on
ey physiological functions (in particular photosynthesis and plant
ompetition) resulted in an optimized plant architecture (erect
oliage). The notion of plant design through theoretical ‘calcula-
ion’ of high-yielding varieties became an important element in
he development of the IRRI varieties. Mid 1980s a research pro-
ramme, called SARP (Simulation and Systems Analysis for Rice
roduction) was set up to develop a crop physiological model for
ice (named ORYZA) for which data from the experimental ﬁelds
f IRRI were used [43]. The emergence of crop physiological mod-
ls implied a new dimension for agricultural experiments. Besides
hecking plant and crop performance in the ﬁeld, the functioning
f new varieties or variation in water, sunlight or nutrient uptake
ould be tested using computer simulation. The idea of designing a
lantbasedonmodelledoptimal conditions (referred toas ideotype
reeding) became a key focus in the work of international research
nstitutes like IRRI [44].
The development of plant physiology and the use of cropmodels
id not make ﬁeld experiments redundant. Models need veriﬁ-
ation with real situations (known as calibration) for which the
ollection of ﬁeld data is an important element. In fact, the data
ets needed to make a model reliable are substantial and require a
ot of work. Most models are based on data collected from research
tations and thus have value for experimental work under simi-
ar (optimal) conditions. In situations where various stress factors
onstrain plant growth, the accuracy of most physiological mod-
ls is limited and requires substantial cross-reference with ﬁeld
ata [45]. The development of crop physiological models added
nother dimension to advanced experimental work in agricultural
esearch.Movingback and forthbetween the linear computermod-
ls and the stochastic models of ﬁeld experiments inserted an
xtra interface between different forms of experimentation. Test-
ng accuracy and reliability of themodels requires substantial effort
f the researcher. Moreover, these procedures have to be iterated
or new situations in order to make the crop physiological models
ffective in developing solutions or advices to farmers. Crop phys-
ological models can increase the efﬁcacy of scientiﬁc experiments
ut further complicate the connection between different forms ofLife Sciences 57 (2011) 187–195 193
experimentation, in particular for making linkages with on-farm
experiments in highly variable circumstances.
7. The future of agricultural experiments
The development of various forms of scientiﬁc experiments for
crop improvement has led to considerable advancement in ﬁnding
the optimal agricultural conditions that, in combination with mod-
iﬁcation of the genetic composition of crop varieties, has resulted in
a considerable yield increase. However, under most farming condi-
tions, in particular in developing countries, suchoptimal conditions
are difﬁcult to attain. The difference between potential yield and
actual yields attained in the ﬁeld, known as the yield gap, has
become a growing concern for international agricultural devel-
opment agencies. This paper has shown that changes in how the
connection between scientiﬁc experiments and the (experimental)
activities of farmers has developed over the years have resulted
in an ‘experimental gap’. Although many factors reduce yields in
farmers’ ﬁelds and vary fromplace to place, dealingwith the exper-
imental gap is an effort to be made in order to effectively tackle
the yield gap. Brief explorations of two present-day examples with
respect to rice farming may clarify how narrowing the experimen-
tal gap might be achieved. The ﬁrst example is the scientiﬁc debate
over the System of Rice Intensiﬁcation. The second example brings
us back to the work of Paul Richards on rice farming in West Africa.
Emerging from the work of the Jesuit priest de Laulanie on
Madagascar, the System of Rice Intensiﬁcation (SRI) has devel-
oped into a widely promoted method for rice cultivation [46; in
this issue]. Questioned by various rice scientists in the interna-
tional research network, a controversy emerged that appeared in
various agronomic journals, which was serious enough to get cov-
erage on the editorial pages of Nature [47]. Although the debate
focused mainly on the yield potential of SRI, an issue that was
stressed inparticular in contributions from the soil scientistWillem
Stoop,was the nature of experimentalwork required to adequately
test the various components of SRI. Given that various forms of
SRI are applied by farmers under different conditions, considerable
experimentalwork is needed, ranging fromrelative simple on-farm
experiments to more complicated multi-factorial analysis [48,49].
Having worked in international research centres for many years,
Stoop observes that the experimental work at these centres is too
remote from the type of ﬁeld experiments needed to test SRI in
an adequate manner. Given that SRI is promoted widely in vari-
ous countries by government and non-government organizations
without any form of scientiﬁc test, this resembles the situation in
the Netherlands Indies at the end of the 19th century. In fact, the
practices promoted by Holle, i.e., reduction of seed and wider plant
spacing, are among the key principles of SRI.
Where the SRI case illustrates some of the limits of the national
and international research institutes in connecting to the ﬁeld
level, the second example illustrates the capacity of farmer-based
experimentation. Through collection of rice varieties at several
locations inWestAfrica, a teamofAfricanandEuropean researchers
demonstrated theexistenceof interspeciﬁchybrids (betweenOryza
glabberima and O. sativa) in farmers’ ﬁelds. Resulting from inter-
cropping of the two species in the same or nearby ﬁelds, farmers
consciously selected for and maintained these hybrids [50]. The
farmer hybrids were used independently and long before another
interspeciﬁc hybrid, calledNERICA (NewRice for Africa), was intro-
duced to the region in 2002 by the African Rice Centre (WARDA).
NERICA was exalted by scientists and policy makers as a showcase
of international agricultural research. Researchers knew about the
existenceof interspeciﬁchybrids in farmer’sﬁelds.However, no ini-
tiative was taken by the African Rice Centre to connect to and learn
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lthough the importance of farmer management of rice varieties is
nown for many years to both local and international rice breeders,
here is no mechanism in place that enables the integration of ﬁeld
nformation, on-farm experimentation and on-station and labora-
ory experiments by researchers. More than coincidence and the
ope for a good guess, recalling the concerns expressed by Timmer
n the 1940s, the example shows that the current research system is
redominantly focused on scientiﬁc solutions, excluding available
nformation obtained from ﬁeld studies.
What, then, is needed to closeor at least narrowthegapbetween
cientiﬁc experiments and the experimental activities of farmers?
s pointed out above, the notion of farming as a performative,
xperimental activity as worked out by Richards suggests that
here is no fundamental obstacle to overcome for creating such a
onnection. From his involvement in several shared experiments
etween farmers and scientists, Richards recently elaborated a
uggestion for a different organizational principle of agricultural
xperiments [51]. Taking up a distinction drawn in artiﬁcial intel-
igence research, he points out that most conventional research
s organized as supervised learning, being the instruction of ﬁxed
olutionswithin agiven set of conditions. By contrast, unsupervised
earning works on the basis of feedback mechanisms that, within a
etwork, lead to solutions that emerge as the combined outcome of
he various feedbackmechanisms. Comparing Richards’ arguments
ith the history of agricultural experimentation, the unsupervised
earning structures provide greater space for farmer experimen-
ation and do not require an extensive experimental bureaucracy
o organize a pre-structured connection between various forms of
xperimentation. This also implies adifferent role for extensionand
gricultural advisors. Rather than settingup stageddemonstrations
nd make farmers behave as a compliant audience for the mira-
les ofmodern science, advisors have to rediscover their agronomic
oots, assess different forms of information and collectively design
reative experiments that serve a mixed audience of farmers and
cientists.Moreover, integrationof agronomic and social-economic
actors requires experimental forms that allow for integration of
oth types of data.4 Both the farmer-based seed selection activi-
ies, exempliﬁed by the West African interspeciﬁc hybrids and the
ystemofRice Intensiﬁcation seemtooffer interesting cases to start
orking on such an approach.
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